The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference tables, lecterns, and work spaces. Plug in your laptop, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer, the T3U handles it gracefully and efficiently. The units offer a variety of connections using interchangeable mounting plates and connectors. Available in black, brass, and nickel finishes.

The T3U-IPS is a tilt top box that can be easily custom configured for any job. The tilt-top opening offers up to 8 IPS insert plates or a variety of multiple plate arrangements.

FSR’s line of collaborative solutions are designed to address the way we work and approach business in the 21st century. FSR’s workable Collaboration Kits let the work out of designing elaborate systems. With three different pre-packaged systems, integrators can choose the appropriate configuration for their customer’s needs with kits accommodating from two users to four user complete-with all the necessary hardware, including a Huddle Box under table and a choice of display screen boxes. A wide array of input sources and flexible charters make it easy to manage power cables in a switching console. Kits also can device accessories or optional monitors.

Our full line of connectivity solutions includes Mounting Plates, Connectors and Cabling, Intelligent Plate Solutions (IPS), and Simple Solutions (SS) lines give you a wide variety of interconnect solutions to satisfy any AV interface application and accessorize your table boxes.

The T3U-CHRG is a small format tilt top style box in the same series as the T3U-IPS, but with a built-in AC Duplex Receptacle with 2 integrated USB Charger slots. Available in black or white finishes. Charging options at 12 Volts to make quick charge of tablets and other personal devices.

Easy under table connectivity without cutting a hole in your table!

FSR’s line of collaborative solutions are designed to address the way we work and approach business in the 21st century. FSR’s workable Collaboration Kits let the work out of designing elaborate systems. With three different pre-packaged systems, integrators can choose the appropriate configuration for their customer’s needs with kits accommodating from two users to four user complete-with all the necessary hardware, including a Huddle Box under table and a choice of display screen boxes. A wide array of input sources and flexible charters make it easy to manage power cables in a switching console. Kits also can device accessories or optional monitors.

Our full line of connectivity solutions includes Mounting Plates, Connectors and Cabling, Intelligent Plate Solutions (IPS), and Simple Solutions (SS) lines give you a wide variety of interconnect solutions to satisfy any AV interface application and accessorize your table boxes.

The T3U-CHRG is a small format tilt top style box in the same series as the T3U-IPS, but with a built-in AC Duplex Receptacle with 2 integrated USB Charger slots. Available in black or white finishes. Charging options at 12 Volts to make quick charge of tablets and other personal devices.

Concerto
This system provides a clear, elegant cable management in table design that is a perfect for holding cables and power so they transition from the tables boxes to the floor. Concerto Under-Table rack slotting

Under Table Rack slotting includes multiple pieces of Kit Digital, or Data equipment to the under side of tables with easy access.

Block & Slide
A single, accessible and elegant way to route cables from the underside of the work surface to the floor. Both models feature easy installation and add aesthetically appealing appearance anywhere under a work surface.

Concerto Table Connectivity
This system provides a clear, elegant cable management solution in table design that is a perfect for holding cables and power so they transition from the tables boxes to the floor. Concerto Under-Table rack slotting

Under Table Rack slotting includes multiple pieces of Kit Digital, or Data equipment to the under side of tables with easy access.

Block & Slide
A single, accessible and elegant way to route cables from the underside of the work surface to the floor. Both models feature easy installation and add aesthetically appealing appearance anywhere under a work surface.

Concerto Table Connectivity
This system provides a clear, elegant cable management solution in table design that is a perfect for holding cables and power so they transition from the tables boxes to the floor. Concerto Under-Table rack slotting

Under Table Rack slotting includes multiple pieces of Kit Digital, or Data equipment to the under side of tables with easy access.

Block & Slide
A single, accessible and elegant way to route cables from the underside of the work surface to the floor. Both models feature easy installation and add aesthetically appealing appearance anywhere under a work surface.

Concerto Table Connectivity
This system provides a clear, elegant cable management solution in table design that is a perfect for holding cables and power so they transition from the tables boxes to the floor. Concerto Under-Table rack slotting

Under Table Rack slotting includes multiple pieces of Kit Digital, or Data equipment to the under side of tables with easy access.

Block & Slide
A single, accessible and elegant way to route cables from the underside of the work surface to the floor. Both models feature easy installation and add aesthetically appealing appearance anywhere under a work surface.

Concerto Table Connectivity
This system provides a clear, elegant cable management solution in table design that is a perfect for holding cables and power so they transition from the tables boxes to the floor. Concerto Under-Table rack slotting

Under Table Rack slotting includes multiple pieces of Kit Digital, or Data equipment to the under side of tables with easy access.

Block & Slide
A single, accessible and elegant way to route cables from the underside of the work surface to the floor. Both models feature easy installation and add aesthetically appealing appearance anywhere under a work surface.

Concerto Table Connectivity
This system provides a clear, elegant cable management solution in table design that is a perfect for holding cables and power so they transition from the tables boxes to the floor. Concerto Under-Table rack slotting

Under Table Rack slotting includes multiple pieces of Kit Digital, or Data equipment to the under side of tables with easy access.

Block & Slide
A single, accessible and elegant way to route cables from the underside of the work surface to the floor. Both models feature easy installation and add aesthetically appealing appearance anywhere under a work surface.

Concerto Table Connectivity
This system provides a clear, elegant cable management solution in table design that is a perfect for holding cables and power so they transition from the tables boxes to the floor. Concerto Under-Table rack slotting

Under Table Rack slotting includes multiple pieces of Kit Digital, or Data equipment to the under side of tables with easy access.

Block & Slide
A single, accessible and elegant way to route cables from the underside of the work surface to the floor. Both models feature easy installation and add aesthetically appealing appearance anywhere under a work surface.

Concerto Table Connectivity
This system provides a clear, elegant cable management solution in table design that is a perfect for holding cables and power so they transition from the tables boxes to the floor. Concerto Under-Table rack slotting

Under Table Rack slotting includes multiple pieces of Kit Digital, or Data equipment to the under side of tables with easy access.

Block & Slide
A single, accessible and elegant way to route cables from the underside of the work surface to the floor. Both models feature easy installation and add aesthetically appealing appearance anywhere under a work surface.

Concerto Table Connectivity
This system provides a clear, elegant cable management solution in table design that is a perfect for holding cables and power so they transition from the tables boxes to the floor. Concerto Under-Table rack slotting

Under Table Rack slotting includes multiple pieces of Kit Digital, or Data equipment to the under side of tables with easy access.

Block & Slide
A single, accessible and elegant way to route cables from the underside of the work surface to the floor. Both models feature easy installation and add aesthetically appealing appearance anywhere under a work surface.

Accessories
Our full line of connectivity solutions includes Mounting Plates, Connectors and Cabling, Intelligent Plate Solutions (IPS), and Simple Solutions (SS) lines give you a wide variety of interconnect solutions to satisfy any AV interface application and accessorize your table boxes.

Wiring Star
The WS-1 Wiring Star makes quick neat work of storing extra cable length under tables, behind desks, in podiums and credenzas.

Wireless Charging
Charges cell phones equipped with “Qi” wireless chargers.

Use for fast wireless charging when attached to adaptive fast charge power supplies, will also charge at standard rates when used with standard power cords. Available in black or white finishes.

TABLE BOX CONFIGURATOR
Use our online drag and drop configurator tools to customize your T6 and TB-IPS Table Boxes.

TABLE BOXES
Tilt-Up boxes
T3U Series
huddlevu kits

Concerto Table Connectivity
This system provides a clear, elegant cable management solution in table design that is a perfect for holding cables and power so they transition from the tables boxes to the floor. Concerto Under-Table rack slotting

Under Table Rack slotting includes multiple pieces of Kit Digital, or Data equipment to the under side of tables with easy access.

Block & Slide
A single, accessible and elegant way to route cables from the underside of the work surface to the floor. Both models feature easy installation and add aesthetically appealing appearance anywhere under a work surface.

Table Connectivity
Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure

FSR Works For You
The Harmony Collection of table boxes provide a powerful and affordable solution for any installation. The versatile connection cavities are 100% configurable and allow for both high and low voltage. Whether you select a round or square cover, the mounting is always a 6” diameter round hole. The Harmony Collection is available in black, white, or anodized aluminum finish.

The Symphony Collection brings elegantly simple functionality to your next project. The collection of table boxes includes 45° AC outlets, USB charging ports and low voltage openings. A streamlined design allows for large cable AV connections while maintaining high aesthetics. The Symphony Collection is available in Clamp-On, Under-Table, In-Surface options and multiple color combinations.

Symphony Line Interconnect System
Single line through the power and data exist on and under a single work surface area. The system provides ease of accessibility combined with a definable design, to power devices used where we work and learn. Hardwired at the factory, the fiber glass face panels up to six configurable outlets from the Main and AC power cord. Designed with reconfiguration in mind, Symphony can take nearly any workspace a technology-rich environment for your team.

Cable Retractors
FSR's cable retractors offer convenience as well as cable storage and protection, hiding away cables when not in use. The cable can be quickly deployed by the user and extended up to four feet. A simple pull and release of the extended cables is easily achieved. The retractable cable is reeled back when not in use. No additional cable management is required. A cable cover is available for those looking to protect tables and workspaces.

CT6 FLEX
Enclosed in our elegant CT6 tableboxes is the Flex control system. A powerful and yet affordable solution. Perfect for nearly any installation. It features a 3.5” color LCD touchscreen and has IPS Snap-In connection points.

The T3 and CT6 Table Box Series are designed to accommodate a wide range of tables and lecterns. All models are shipped with universal bracket(s). Each bracket allows mounting of four IPS, six cables or can be used to block a section of the table box. The various internal brackets available are designed to contain AC, USB Chargers, Cable Pulls, Cable Retractors, Snap-In Keystone Connectors, and FSR’s full line of IPS (Intelligent Plate Solutions). The Unity Collection of table boxes provides the ultimate connectivity and functionality. This collection of table boxes includes round or square covers in black, silver, or white powder coated finishes. The various internal brackets available are designed to contain AC, USB Chargers, Cable Pulls, Cable Retractors, Snap-In Keystone Connectors, and IPS Solutions. Our CT6 Table Box insert brackets and Cable Retractors are available for our new CT6 Table Box Series.

The T3-MJ+ is the first elegant mount for a gooseneck microphone! This stylish, mini table box is available in three finishes (brass, silver or black) and in square or round style faces. Perfect for conference and boardroom tables, judicial benches, courtrooms, and more. The various internal brackets available are designed to contain AC, USB Chargers, Cable Pulls, Cable Retractors, Snap-In Keystone Connectors, and IPS Solutions. The Unity Collection of table boxes provides the ultimate connectivity and functionality.

CT6 / RT6 BRACKETS
Low Profile Retractor for use with Low Profile RT6 Cable Retractors

RETRACTORS
BRACKETS
CT6 / RT6
UNITY COLLECTION
Revolutionizing the integration of AV, IT, and Power — all in the same box.

The Unity Collection of table boxes provide the ultimate connectivity and functionality. Designed with hideaway doors for ease of access, the Unity Collection provides the ultimate power and data connection points. The cable retractors category comes fully finished. Choose from square, rectangular, or oval shapes. Available in black, white, or white powder coated finish.

A full line of insert brackets and cable retractors are available. The internal brackets are designed to hold AC, USB Chargers, Cable Pulls, Cable Retractors, snap-in Keystone Connectors, and FSR’s full line of IPS (Intelligent Plate Solutions).

All models are shipped with universal bracket(s). Each bracket allows mounting of four IPS, six cables or can be used to block a section of the table box. The various internal brackets available are designed to contain AC, USB Chargers, Cable Pulls, Cable Retractors, Snap-In Keystone Connectors, and IPS Solutions. Out CT6 Table Box insert brackets and Cable Retractors are available for our new CT6 Table Box Series.
CABLE COLLECTION

The Harmony Collection of table boxes provide a powerful and affordable solution for any installation. The variable connection cavities are 100% reconfigurable and allow for both high and low voltage. Whether you select in road or square cover, the matching is always a 6” diameter round hole. The Harmony Collection is available in black, white or an aluminum finish.

COLLECTION

SYMPHONY

The Symphony Collection brings elegance to your technology. This collection of table boxes features AC outlets, USB charging ports and low voltage splices. A streamlined design allows for large cable AV connections, while maintaining high aesthetics. The Symphony Collection is available in Clamp-On, Under-Table, In-Table options and multiple color combinations.

T3 SERIES

A streamline design allows for large cable AV connections while maintaining high aesthetics. The Symphony Collection is available in Clamp-On, Under-Table, In-Table options and multiple color combinations.

- Under the cover and easily deployed when needed.
- One HDMI or Display Port cable to be stored safely.
- A single cable (HDMI or Display Port), 1 HD-15 cable with 1/8" audio.
- Brackets with cable pull openings are provided for; a single FSR’s IPS connector plates with two IPS spaces provided.
- Any workspace a technology-rich environment for your team.
- Power cord. Designed with reconfiguration in mind, Symphony Linx helps make any installation. The versatile connector cavities are 100% configurable and allow for both high and low voltage. Whether you select a round or square cover, available in black, white or white painted cast brass.
- A full line of mount brackets and cable retractors are available. The internal brackets are designed to hold AC, USB Chargers, Cable Pulls, Cable Retractors, snap-in Keystone Connectors, and T3-DV2S full line of IPS (SoundWedge TableBox). All models are shipped with universal bracket(s). Each bracket allows mounting of four IPS, six cables or can be used to block a section of the table box.

CT6-FLEX

Connect in car or MC3 table box to the Flex control system. A powerful and yet affordable solution. Perfect for nearly any installation. It has a 180° corner LCD touchscreen and has IPS Snap-In connection pads.

This symbol indicates the device is ROHS, B12 Compliant and exceeds the number in radiation issues in the box.

CT6 / RT6 BRACKETS

The various internal brackets available are designed to contain AC, USB Chargers, Cable Pulls, Cable Retractors, Snap-In Keystone Connectors, and IPS Solutions. Our T6 Table Box insert brackets and Cable Retractors are available for our new CT6 Table Box Series.

CABLE RETRACTORS

Tangle-Free Cable Management is here at last!

FSR’s cable retractors offer convenience as well as cable storage and protection, hiding unsightly cables when not in use. This cable can be quickly deployed by the user and extend up to four feet. A simple push and release of the extended cable is easily reeled in and stored behind the table box. No button release is needed. The retractors are designed with a 6” diameter round hole. The cables are easily deployed when needed.

UNITY COLLECTION

Revolutionizing the integration of AV, IT, and Power — all in the same box.

The Unity Collection of table boxes provide a full connectivity solution that can be configured to black, white, and silver. FSR’s Unity Collection cable retractors come in three finishes. Choose black, white, or white painted cast brass.

FSR’s Unity Collection cable retractors offer convenience as well as cable storage and protection, hiding unsightly cables when not in use. The cable can be quickly deployed by the user and extend up to four feet. A simple push and release of the extended cable is easily reeled in and stored behind the table box. No button release is needed. The retractors are designed with a 6” diameter round hole. The cables are easily deployed when needed.

TABLE BOXES.

Low Profile Retractor for use with Low Profile T6).

The T3 and CT6 Table Box Series are designed to accommodate a wide range of tables and lecterns.

T3-MJ+

The T3-MJ+ is the first elegant mount for a gooseneck microphone! This stylish, mini table box is available in three finishes (brass, silver or black) and in square or round style faces. Perfect for conference and boardroom tables, judicial benches, courtrooms, and more.

T3-DV2S

The T3-DV2S is HD ready with a bulkhead mounted HDMI connector and two keystone openings for FSR’s snap-in USB charger, Snap-In Keystone Connectors, or FSR’s T3-DV2S Full line of IPS (SoundWedge TableBox). All models are shipped with universal bracket(s). Each bracket allows mounting of four IPS, six cables or can be used to block a section of the table box.

Ready and accepts the number in radiation issues in the box.

The Unity Collection of table boxes provide a full connectivity solution that can be configured to black, white, and silver. FSR’s Unity Collection cable retractors come in three finishes. Choose black, white, or white painted cast brass.

Unity Collection cable retractors offer convenience as well as cable storage and protection, hiding unsightly cables when not in use. This cable can be quickly deployed by the user and extend up to four feet. A simple push and release of the extended cable is easily reeled in and stored behind the table box. No button release is needed.
The Harmony Collection of table boxes provide a powerful and affordable solution for any installation. The variable connection cavities are 100% configurable and allow for AC, USB, and audio connections. Whether you select a round or square cover, the mounting is always a 6" diameter round hole. The Harmony Collection is available in black, white, or silver matte finish.

The Symphony Collection brings elegance back to technology. This collection of table boxes features AC outlets, USB charging ports and two voltage switch points. A streamlined design allows for large cable management while maintaining high aesthetics. The Symphony Collection is available in Clamp-On, Under-Table, and In-Table options and multiple color combinations.

The Unity Collection of table boxes provide the ultimate connectivity and functionality. Designed with hideaway doors for ease of accessibility and an added layer of style, the Unity Collection is versatile and simple to install. The Unity Collection is available in black, white, or silver matte finish.

T3 SERIES

The T3 and CT6 Table Box Series are designed to accommodate a wide range of tables and lecterns.

T3-MJ+

The T3-MJ+ is the first elegant mount for a gooseneck microphone! This stylish, mini table box is available in three finishes (brass, silver or black) and in square or round style faces. Perfect for conference and boardroom tables, judicial benches, courtrooms, and more.

CT6 FLEX

Built to our stringent CT6 specifications, the FLEX control system offers a powerful and yet affordable solution. Perfect for nearly any installation, it features a 3.5" color LCD touchscreen and two IPS Snap-In connection points. This symbol indicates the device is a CT6 FLEX Ready and supports the number of Retractors shown in the circle.

The CT6 FLEX is available in various models, including:
- CT6 FLEX 2 button, 2 LED
- CT6 FLEX 4 button, 4 LED

The CT6 FLEX is compatible with FSR’s Snap-In Connectors and offers easy integration with the Unity Collection. In addition to the touchscreen, the CT6 FLEX offers access to our full line of insert brackets and cable retractors.

The T3 and CT6 Table Box Series are designed to accommodate a wide range of tables and lecterns.

T3-DV2S

The T3-DV2S is HD ready with a bulkhead mounted HDMI connector and two keystone openings for FSR’s snap-in USB chargers (other connectors available). Options include two or four buttons; LED is available to operate and provide status from control systems. Cable internal output is always connected internally. Rounded square cover choice, in alabaster, black or brass finishes.

CT6 / RT6 BRACKETS

The various internal brackets available are designed to contain AC, USB Chargers, Cable Pulls, Cable Retractors, Snap-In Keystone Connectors, and IPS Solutions. Our T6 Table Box insert brackets and Cable Retractors are available for our new CT6 Table Box Series.

CABLE RETRACTORS

The Unity Collection of table boxes provide the ultimate connectivity and functionality. Designed with hideaway doors for ease of accessibility and a sleek, modern design, the Unity Collection is available in black, white, or silver matte finish.

The Unity Collection of table boxes are available in the following sizes:
- Small: 11" x 11"
- Medium: 22" x 22"
- Large: 33" x 33"

The Unity Collection of table boxes are designed to accommodate a wide range of tables and lecterns.
FSR’s line of collaborative solutions are designed to address the way we work and approach business in the 21st century.  FSR’s new HuddleVU Collaboration Kits take the work out of designing elaborate systems. With three different pre-packaged systems, integrators can choose the appropriate configuration for their customer’s needs with kits accommodating from two to four users. Each kit comes complete with all the necessary hardware, including an FSR Harmony table box available in a choice of aluminum or black finishes, a switcher and all required cables finished with color coded end rings to designate proper cable to switching connections. HuddleVU Kits can also be upgraded with optional retractors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE BOX CONFIGURATOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TB-IPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT6 Table Box +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV-HS/M-21A 2 x 1 HDMI Switcher and Cable Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB-CHRG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A small format tilt top style table box along the same lines as the TB-AVAC, but has a built in AC Duplex Receptacle with 2 integrated USB Charging 4x4 even with the US Listed 15 Amp 125 Volt AC duplex receptacle with two USB Type 2.0 charging ports. (5 Volt DC each). Charging options at 12 Volts to make quick charge of tablets and other personal devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB-IPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A tilt top style box that has two easily custom configured for any job. The unit opens up to (8) single IPS insert plates or a variety of multiple plate arrangements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABLE CONNECTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy under table connectivity without cutting a hole in your table!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This option provides clearly elegant cable management in table designs that lack a pedestal for wiring cables and power so they remain invisible. Concertto Under-Table rack systems are available in sets of five pieces of Kit Digital, or Digital and Power. Choose from a large variety of connectors that accommodate any application. Routing hardware needs can be hidden, changed, or made standard. Choose from online and pre-assembled kits and enjoy FSR Designers to customize your Table Box.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Concertto Cables are small, elegant additions to your conference or boardroom. They plug into boxes, power up your projectors, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer. Our 18 ft handles a surprisingly wide variety of connections using interchangeable, recording poles and connectors. Available in a black, brass or white finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference tables, lecterns, and work spaces. Plug in your laptop, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer. The 18 ft handles a surprisingly wide variety of connections using interchangeable, recording poles and connectors. Available in a black, brass or white finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TILT-UP BOXES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference tables, lecterns, and work spaces. Plug in your laptop, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer, the T3U handles a surprisingly wide variety of connections using interchangeable, recording poles and connectors. Available in a black, brass or white finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABLE CONNECTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy under table connectivity without cutting a hole in your table!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This option provides clearly elegant cable management in table designs that lack a pedestal for wiring cables and power so they remain invisible. Concertto Under-Table rack systems are available in sets of five pieces of Kit Digital, or Digital and Power. Choose from a large variety of connectors that accommodate any application. Routing hardware needs can be hidden, changed, or made standard. Choose from online and pre-assembled kits and enjoy FSR Designers to customize your Table Box.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Concertto Cables are small, elegant additions to your conference or boardroom. They plug into boxes, power up your projectors, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer. Our 18 ft handles a surprisingly wide variety of connections using interchangeable, recording poles and connectors. Available in a black, brass or white finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference tables, lecterns, and work spaces. Plug in your laptop, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer. The 18 ft handles a surprisingly wide variety of connections using interchangeable, recording poles and connectors. Available in a black, brass or white finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABLE CONNECTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy under table connectivity without cutting a hole in your table!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This option provides clearly elegant cable management in table designs that lack a pedestal for wiring cables and power so they remain invisible. Concertto Under-Table rack systems are available in sets of five pieces of Kit Digital, or Digital and Power. Choose from a large variety of connectors that accommodate any application. Routing hardware needs can be hidden, changed, or made standard. Choose from online and pre-assembled kits and enjoy FSR Designers to customize your Table Box.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Concertto Cables are small, elegant additions to your conference or boardroom. They plug into boxes, power up your projectors, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer. Our 18 ft handles a surprisingly wide variety of connections using interchangeable, recording poles and connectors. Available in a black, brass or white finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference tables, lecterns, and work spaces. Plug in your laptop, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer. The 18 ft handles a surprisingly wide variety of connections using interchangeable, recording poles and connectors. Available in a black, brass or white finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABLE CONNECTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy under table connectivity without cutting a hole in your table!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This option provides clearly elegant cable management in table designs that lack a pedestal for wiring cables and power so they remain invisible. Concertto Under-Table rack systems are available in sets of five pieces of Kit Digital, or Digital and Power. Choose from a large variety of connectors that accommodate any application. Routing hardware needs can be hidden, changed, or made standard. Choose from online and pre-assembled kits and enjoy FSR Designers to customize your Table Box.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Concertto Cables are small, elegant additions to your conference or boardroom. They plug into boxes, power up your projectors, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer. Our 18 ft handles a surprisingly wide variety of connections using interchangeable, recording poles and connectors. Available in a black, brass or white finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference tables, lecterns, and work spaces. Plug in your laptop, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer. The 18 ft handles a surprisingly wide variety of connections using interchangeable, recording poles and connectors. Available in a black, brass or white finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABLE CONNECTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy under table connectivity without cutting a hole in your table!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This option provides clearly elegant cable management in table designs that lack a pedestal for wiring cables and power so they remain invisible. Concertto Under-Table rack systems are available in sets of five pieces of Kit Digital, or Digital and Power. Choose from a large variety of connectors that accommodate any application. Routing hardware needs can be hidden, changed, or made standard. Choose from online and pre-assembled kits and enjoy FSR Designers to customize your Table Box.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Concertto Cables are small, elegant additions to your conference or boardroom. They plug into boxes, power up your projectors, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer. Our 18 ft handles a surprisingly wide variety of connections using interchangeable, recording poles and connectors. Available in a black, brass or white finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference tables, lecterns, and work spaces. Plug in your laptop, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer. The 18 ft handles a surprisingly wide variety of connections using interchangeable, recording poles and connectors. Available in a black, brass or white finish.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference tables, work spaces, or any location where you need to power up your projectors, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer. The T3U handles power and efficiency with the aid of a variety of connectors using interchangeable mounting plates and connectors.

Available in a black, brass, and nickel finish.

**T3U-IFS**

A small format tilt top style box along the same lines as the TB-IPS, but it is part of the new T3U series. The T3U is Listed 15 Amp, 125 Volt NMC-duplicate核准 from a 3-Assisting view box with two 15 Amp Type 2-2.0 charging ports (1/5/35 circuit).

Charging options at 12 Watts to make quick charge of tablets and other electronic devices.

**CONCERTTO CABLE MANAGEMENT**

Easy under table connectivity without cutting a hole in your table!

**Concertto**

This option provides clear, elegant cable management in table designs that lack a pedestal for hiding cables and power so they transition from the tables boxes to the floor.

**Concertto Under-Table rack shelving**

Under Table Rack shelving mounts multiple pieces of AV, Digital, or Data equipment to the underside of tables with easy access.

**Block & Slide**

A simple, economical and elegant way to route cables from the underside of the work surface to the floor. Both models feature easy installation and add aesthetically appealing appearance anywhere under your workspace.

**ACCESSORIES**

Our full line of connectivity solutions including Mounting Plates, Connectors and Cable, Intelligent Plate Solutions (IPS) and Simple Solutions (SS) lines give you a wide variety of interconnect solutions to satisfy any AV interface application and accessorize your table boxes.

**Wiring Star**

The WS-1 Wiring Star makes quick neat work of storing extra cable length under tables, behind desks, in podiums and credenzas.

**Wireless Charging**

Charges cell phones equipped with "Qi" wireless chargers. Use for fast wireless charging when attached to adaptive fast charge power supplies, will also charge at standard rates when used with standard power cords. Available in Black or White finishes.

**FSR’s line of collaborative solutions are designed to address the way we work and approach business in the 21st century.**

FSR’s HuddleVU Collaboration Kits take the work out of designing elaborate systems. With three different pre-packaged systems, integrators can choose the appropriate configuration for their customer’s needs with kits accommodating from two to four users complete roll of the necessary boxes, including full ALPHA kits to provide a choice of accessories from a full box to a variety of options. Each option further with one color not to require power cable in watching connections readily flip the cover device as appropriate option.

**TABLE BOX CONFIGURATOR**

Use our online drag and drop configurator tool to customize your TB and TB-IPS Box Table Boxes.

**TABLE CONNECTIVITY**

Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure

FSR Works For You